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Azusa's First Camp • Meetin 2
AT

TH_E time of the marvelous out-

pouring of the Holy Spirit in
1906 and 1907, Rachel Harper Sizelove was living in Hermon, CaJifornia. While she lay asleep one night
she dreamed of seeing many little
white tent pitched at the Arroyo
Seco, at the foot of the hill th re in
Hermon. When she awoke, she ponder~d as to the meaning of the dream.
"Ob, Jesus!" she said. "can it be
possible You will let us have a campmeeting right here near my own people, the Free Methodist Colony?"·
They were the people with whom
she had labored for twenty years and
ministered as an evangelist, traveling
and preaching all through Oklahoma.
Kansas, Missouri, Arkansas and Indiana. She was delighted to discover
that it seemed to be the will of the
Lord to have a camp-meeting there
so that the Free Methodist people
could receive the light on Pentecost
and receive the Baptism of the Holy
Spirit according to the Scripture.
She arose early and told her husband of the dream. Then she hastened down into Lo Angeles to the
Azusa Street Mission to tell the saints
wh.1t the Lord had revealed to her
about the camp-ground. Brother Seymour and the saints had been praying about a camp-meeting and had
been looking for a place for the summer. The Azusa mission could not
hold all the people, for they kept
coming from all parts of the earth to
see and hear of the wonderful out
pouring of the Holy Spirit as on the
day of Pentecost.
he arrived at the Azusa street
mi sion early in the morning and
went into the office. Some of the
con cerated workers were already at

Bt1 f he Editor
work folding and mailing out the
Azusa papers. Before the papers were
sent out the saints would lay on their
hands and pray over chem and many
wer~ healed when they received the
paper, so strong was the faith. as in
the days of the apostles. when they
prayed and laid hands on aprons and
clothes and sent to the sick. Tbe faithful saints worked here without receiving money for rhen,sdves.

Brother Rheuborn Clark was working in the office. He was a Civil War
veteran. and received a pension and
was able to devote his time to this
work. He was such a pillar in the
office to see about sending out the
papers. He was never married. Brother
Tommie Anderson, who is now a
missionary in South America was
also there . Sister Lum was also there
(Continued on page 4)

Si2ns and Wonde rs
By

Frank lsensee, Modesto , California

''And He worheth signs and wonders in the heaven and in the
earth" (Daniel 6:27).
rr N TIIIS present day of speed. the things that are deemed necessary in
world does not pause very long order tbat through them a sinner may
to give thought to the variou celestial
be warned of his wicked ways.
and earth Iy phenomena which have Deuteronomy 2 9: 29: "The secret
taken place in the last few years,
thinqs belong unto the Lord our
especially the past several months.
Goel. but those things which are reIn Daniel 6:27 we sec that great veu.lcd belong unto us and to our
king, Darius acknowledge the mighty children for eoer. that we may do
greatness of Daniel's God and the al/ the words of this law."
sign an<l wonders He worketb in
A short time after the World War.
he.wen and the earth. The Bible and I hJd a returned oldier work for me.
world history both quote innumer- He had been in some of tbe thickest
able instances of uper-natur.:il mys- fighting of the English trenche . Well
1cries that have taken place in tbe educated and a good talker. he told
earth and heavens. In Job 9: 18 the of some very remarkable and mysWord tells us that God alone is the terious signs that occured on the batOne Who spreadeth out the heaven
tle fi Ids. At that time I was not
and treadcth upon the waves of the saved and bJd very little interest in
ca. The Great Living God wbo the Bible. Naturally, there were
commands the l1eavens and the earth.
thoughts in my mind that maybe a
to Him it i a small matter to pro- mental strain produced hallucination
duce signs and wonders.
in tl1e soldiers' minds during tho e
We know that God has a purpos
battle engagements. Since those days,
for all things. Many are past finding
I have had the privilege of heari ng
out. according to Job 9: 10. but to practically the ame tories from other
God's cbi ldren, He reveal
tbosc
( Con lin ued on paee 10)
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After Fifty Eight Y ar-s

\\ 'ord and Work i, now beginnmg
its fifty ninth ye,u. Its ministry has
been blessed a11d much fruit bas been
brought forth. In pitc of adverse
wrnds that have blown, we have been
rnablcd to hold fast ~nd cannot but
acknowledge that h,1d it not been for
the powerful leading of the Lord , this
ministry could not have been carried
on, and brought its blessing to many
in all part of the earth. le is only
the Grace of God that has accomplished this and we ca:1not but praise
Him for haviuo been so very mindful
of us .
0

(!,)

0

Sunshine and shadow have mingled, in the year that has passed away :
sunshine and shadow will mingle, in
the year that I meet today. But hand
in hand with the Master I fear not
what it will bring.
000

]AMES ],

CORUM,

MANACER

Each issue of "Word and Worf' is prepared
with a view lo setting forth the Full Gospel
menage: Salvation through faith in the atoning
Blood of the Son of God, Healing by His
stripes, Holy Living through His indwelling, the
Baptism of the Holy Ghost a. originally received
on the day of Pentecost, and the Second CominR
of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. It also
presents current matters taking place in the world
and how they fit in God's divine program.
We deeply appreciate your co-operation and
assistance in getting new subscribers and puthn~
"Word and Worf{" on it soul-saving ministry .
"For we arc laborer, together with Cod" ( I Cor.

3:9).
LEGAL FORM OF BEQUEST
For the information of any who may w,sh
to make provisions in their wills for IIETBEL
HOME. FOR THE. ACED, an incorporated Home,
where, under God, we care for retired Ministers,
Miuionaries and Christian Workers, we give
the following legal form of bequest:
"I hereby give, devise, and bequeath unto
BE.THE.L HOME FOR THE. ACE.D, of 7 Auburn
S1Teet, Framingham, Massachusells, a charitable
and religious corporation, organiud and existina under the laws of the Commonw .. ahh of
Mauachusctts, the sum of . . • . . . . , , dollara
to bo paid out of any real or ~rsooal estate
owned by me at my decease."

If you do not wish for Hi Kingdom don't pray for it. But if you do,
you must do more than pray for It,
you must work for it.-Ruskin.
(!,) (i)

0

I have been driven many time to
my knees by the overwhelming conviction that I had no where else to
go: my own wisdom and tLat of
all around me seemed insuffici,:n t for
the dziy.-Abraham Lincoln.
(i) (!,)

0

When we dimb to heaven tis on
the rounds of Jove to men.-\.Vhiuier.
~

~

0

He who loves best his fellow man
i loving God the holiest way he
can.-Al1ce CarcJ.
00~

Who rises from prayer a better
man, his prayer is an wered.-George
Meredith.
0®0

Be thankful. The earth is full of
the loving kindne s of the Lord.
-Psa. 33:5.
(!,)

0 ©

Once to every man and nation.
comes the moment to decide, in the
strife of truth with falsehood, for
the good or evil side.-Lowell.
00©

BEFORE HAVING YOU!! PRI 'II G
DO E, LET US GIVF. YOU A
bTIMATE ON COST.
TRACTS: Sample package 35c; 50c lb., or
3 lbs., for $1.00. Our low pric~s and choice
tracts are bringing orders from large tract users.

Beware of despairing about yourself: you are commanded to put your
trust in God, not in yourself.--St.
Augu tine.
©0©

Remembrance is the sweetest flower
of all this world perfuming, for love
doth guard it. sun or shower, and
friendship keeps it blooming.
-Clifton Bingham.

Our tod,1ys 111,1ln· out 100101 ro\"'~ ·
, n I o ut pres nl It\' <; determine the
gtadl' un which we must enter any
next lifc.- }v/rnot J avage.
Let us be of good cherr, remembering that the misfortunes hardest to
bc;1r arl' tbosl' which newr come.
- Lowe!{_
,,, © 0

Make my mortal dreams come true,
with the work I fain would do :
clothe with life the weak intent, let
me be the thmg I meant: let me find
in Thy employ, peace that dearer is
than ,ioy . -\Vhrttier.
00©

To mourn a mischief that is past
and gone, is the best way to bring
frc~h mischief on.-Shakespearc.
©©0

THE LAW OF USE
"I am almost afraid to use this
beautiful table," said the owner.
The cabinet-maker ran his hand over
the mooth, polished surface, and
felt of the thickness of the wood.
"What are you afraid of?" he asked.
"You can not wear out that table.
Why, do you know they would make
fifty veneered tables out of the wood
you've got in this one? But thisthe more you use it the better for
it, madam. The only flaw on it
now is the worm-hole you say came
there when you had it tared away
in the attic."
"You are too bright and lovely
to be wearing yourself out doing
so much for other people," said one
girl to another. "I can not be made
of very good stuff to begin with
then," was the girl's retort. "Trying to live happily with one's
neighbors never wore anybody out
yet, unless the person was of such
thin veneer that she was afraid that
omc people would find her out."
There is one law for the solid
people and for the solid woods, that
is the law of well- unned , well-aired.
constant and cheery use.
Only
veneer is injured by the common,
pract1cal, wholesome duties of every
cf1111 lifr.
Forward.
© © ©

It is easy when you have a scat to
ell the other man how to stand up.
000

Set- backs are often the secret of
success.
To find his place and fill it is success for a man.-Phcllip Brook,.
000

Making up for lost time doesn't
restore it.
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Finishine: the Course
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BY

'A'.LICG RGYNOLDS FLOWGR
301 Spruce Street, Lititz, Pennsylvania

•: A and we tremblingly
gone! The New Year has opened
step forth upon its untried
NOTHJ:;R YEAR
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ways. Another year to live for Jesus! Another year
to continue on in the blessed blood-sprinkled way
that leads to glory! God make it the best year of
our lives-not just another year added to the rest.
So much lies ahead for every one of us-new
undertakings, opportunities, problems, victories.
We are eager to be up and at these new enterprises.
However a lesson of our childhood days comes to
mind-that rule of finishing one task before we
were allowed to begin a second one. Can't you hear
mother saying, "Yes dear, you can start THAT when
you have finished THIS." It applied for work and
play alike, and saved us some complicated "mixups" oftentimes.
For all of us a glance backward might be very
helpful-just to see if we have really finished the
tasks God gave us for the year past. How well do
our moral and spiritual books balance, and will
our final inventory bring joy to our loving Redeemer, who called us to be a co-worker with Him? Or
will He look disappointedly at the uncompleted
tasks, the unbalanced accounts?
Starting new things is generally far more
interesting and enthusing than finishing the old.
But is our Lord less practical in His working
methods for us than were our wise mothers? I
think not. His best workers, past and present, are
"good finishers" as well as "good beginners."
In most of our factories we have employees
known as "finishers." It is their job to put the
final touches to the manufactured product before
iL is finally examined, labelled and shipped out to
meet the particular demand. "Finishers"-a unique
class of workers, and very important if there are
to be finished productions!
Life in general can how many unfinished
thing . In music there i that beautiful unfinished
symphony of Schubert. 'Tis Lrue ocher great mu icians have effected a very pleasing climax; but do
we not always wonder how Sdrnbert himself would
have woven its final harmonics. He had the firsl
symphonic dream, and no ocher creative geniu
could express his inner-flowing melody. This has
been true of other musical creations. Sometimes a
prize has been offered for a proper ending to an
unfinished song, ot poem, or book.
Take it in art, painting, sculpture. architecture-creative work of any kind. Only one had tbe
vi ion, then the burden of its expression. Rarely
does that creaLivc vision come to another. Even if
we sec the endeavor eemingly concluded, there ever
lurks the haunting lament, "If only rhe originator
could have been the finisher!" Still an unfinished
task!
Is there not a pathetic side to this-almost a
tragic aspect? It all speaks so finally of life's

vanity. Death comes to the man of vision and ability as well as to the unlettered one. Of course it is
wonderful to serve and create to the very end,
nevertheless a warning is here of life's fleeting
span; or, to us who look for Him, of His immediate return. We must embrace all the opportunities of the only certain NOW.
The closing of the day, the week, the yeareach bring the urge to complete the attempted
labor for that particular period of time. Eager
fingers ofttimes overhasten to finish a garment, a
work of art, a task, a required responsibility
within tbe allotted moments. Are men so wise for
natural demands, yet sadly negligent in many vital
spiritual issues? Make it personal-are we?
We pledge time, money, intercession for various undertakings under the spur of some great
enthusiasm or moment of inspiration. We fulfill
our pledge a while-then gradually our ardor
wanes. A few more months finds some plodding
missionary's needs unmet, some place of service
untended. the trysting hour of prayer neglected, forgotten. In God's sight the task is still ours--but
unfinished, perhaps for all eternity. R ather solemn
to contemplate, is it not?
What is a faithful steward? One who keeps
faith with his master of course. Can we leave any
God-given task willfully, carelessly, indefinitely
unfinished and not be classed as an unfaithful
steward? The French were the most brilliant
fighters in the World War, they tell us; but the
British were the most persistent. Stopping only a
short distance from the end mean defeat. however the battle may have been going. We hear of
the last mile, the last half-hour as contributive to
every final triumph and reward. "Good finishers!"
Paul was one, 1 ou know. He had a heavenly
vision: then as hi labored he bore testimony that
he was not disobedient thereto. Finally he could
say, "I hwe fought a good fight. I haue finished
my course. I haue kept the faith."
It may take fresh courage, grace, and inspiration to pick up again the discarded duty, the unfinished task, the neglected burden. Jesus can help
us, for He said, "Mtt meat is to do the will of
Him that sent me. and to FI !SH His work.''
Once He had accomplished that end He sent from
the cross that cry of victory, "It is finished." Such
unspeakably vital issue are involved-souls, souls.
in the balance on every hand. God help us to diligently search for our uncompleted tasks everywhere-and really finish them. Then with what
bounding hearts we can undertake new things for
God in the days to come. May we not say with
Paul. .. one of these things moue me, neither
count 1 my life dear unto myself. so that I might
finish my course with joy, and the ministry which
I have received of the Lord Jesus" (Acts 21 :24) .
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"IN THE LAST DAYS, SAITH GOD, I WILL POUR OUT OF MY SPIRIT" Acts 2:17.

LEADERS OF AZUSA MISSION IN 1907

Above are the little company who tarried before Lhe Lord for cleansing and sanctification ; and were the first. at
rhe old Azusa Street Mission, Los Angeles. California , to be filled with the Holy Ghost and fire according to Acts
2 :4-This began in April , 1906. Seated are Sister Evans. Brother Hiram W. Smith. Brother J. W. Seymour, Sister
Lum. Standing. second are Brother Evans, Sister Moon. Brother Cook , Sister Crawford and at the end is Sister
Prince. Inset Sister Sizelove. The little mission was carefu[{y organized along scriptural lines. The twelve
shown in the picture (not including the little girl) were the twelve selected to examine the candidates for license as
missionaries and evangelists. The licenses were signed by 1he Pastor , J. W. Sey,nour and Elder Hiram W. Smith .
who had formerly been a Methodist pastor. These twelve acted as 1he credential committee, and aftec a candidate had
been apprnved. they laid on their hands and prayed as did I he aposl {es of old.
AZUSA'S FIRST CAMP-MEl:TIN G
(Co.ntinued from page I)

that morning. God surely had chosen
her. She took down so many of the
testimonies at Azusa in short hand,
which were published in the Azu a
pap,.>r. She had never married, and her
life was given to the Lord. ister
Mayo and ber sister, Mrs. Perkins
were there. All were filled with the
Holy Ghost.
Mrs. Sizelove told chem what Lhe
Lord had revealed to her and asked
them where to find Brother and Sister
Scott. While they were talking Broth~
er Scott came into the office. Brother
Scott had been a prosp rou farmer
in Canada, but the Lord had called

him io Azusa and inro tbe ministry.
He had come with his wife and little
daughter Catherine. tben twelve years
of' age. The Lord migbtil y used the
little girl At one time she gave a
message in tongues and a man who
had come from Chicago Lo investigate
Azu a understood the language. lt
was a message to him to come to the
Lord. He knew the little girl did not
understand the language. He surrendered to the Lord and was saved. Before that he had been an infidel.
That morning the people gathered
around and prayed for the Lord to
direct them where to have the first
Pentecostal Camp~Meeting .
Then
Sister Sizelove, Sister Lum, Sister

Mayo. Brother cott and Brother
Anderson got on the street car and
later got off at 6 0th and Pa adena
Avenue. They went down near the
Los Angeles river where there was a
large grove of sycamore trees, called
the Arroyo Seco at the foot of the
hill near the Free Methodist Colony.
After wading around through the
tall grass and weeds and locating a
lovely spot wbere the camp-meeting
was to be they went over to the home
of Sister William which was close
by. In her yard was a well where
hung an old oaken bucket. They
d1ew the cool water from the well
and all drank for they were thirsty.
Then they looked out over lhe camp-
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groun<l to be and Mrs. Sizelove began
to, ing.
"By Samuria's way-.~1de well,
Once a blessed mes age fell.
On a woman's thirsty ~oul
long ago."
Theo they al] sang the sung in the
Spirit until it eemed the old eatth
wJs losing its gravity and they would
be translated right there. urel y the
Spirit of God witnessed to the choice
of the camp-ground. a place to which
many thirsty souls would come and
drink of the living water.
They went back to Azusa and
told how the Spirit had witne sed to
the spot where the first Penteco tal
camp-meeting should be held. A
camp-meeting committee was appointed and the meeting was to begin June
1st. 1907. and was to last three
month's or as long as the Lord

willed. Brother Seymour bad charge
Jt the beginning.
At this time the Lord laid it on
the bean of Mrs. Sizelove Lo carry the
message of the latter rain out-pouring
or the Holy Spirit back to Springfield. Missouri. She held a number
of cottage meetings out of which 1ater
?rew the great Pentecostal work at
Springfield.
Tben she hurried back to California. More than three hundred
tents were pitched on the campground. Surely her dream had been
fulfilled.
After a glorious time for two
months Brother Seymour was called
to Chicago and the East. The camp
was then placed in charge of different
ones and when they were called to
other fields of labor the committee
met on September 1st and appointed

5
Mrs. Sizelove in charge and it seemed
the meetings could not come to a
close even when the cold chilly nights
of ,rntumn began to creep on, because
the people kept coming. It seemed
that they came from every part of
the world.
Many souls were born into the
Kingdom of God. The Holy Ghost
was poured out as a great flood tide.
Joel's prophecy of the latter rain outpouring of tbe Holy Spirit was fulfi11ed. As people received the Baptism
of the Holy Ghost and spoke in
tongue the first interpretation almost al ways was. "Jesus is coming
•·oon!" Many were called to labor in
rhe QreaL whitened harvest fields of the
earth. and the message has been carried to all countries of the earth. TI1is
movement has so often been called
"God's last call to mankind."

AN ''INWARD WITNESS''
By Donald Gee of London, England
'Let the peace which Christ gives settle all questionings in your hearts'' (Col. 3: 15: Weymo•llh).
UIDANCE by an "inward witne ,"

G

is probably one of the most com
mon methods by which children
of God profess to receive tbe direction
of the Holy Spirit, and yet the phrase
seems but clum ily to express what
we really mean.
When we say that "we have a
witness" to omething, we mean th.it
deep down in our hearts there is an
.:ipproval or disapproval that constitute the "inward witness."

More than Conscience
At first glance this "witne s" may
seem to be litlle more than the functioning of a normal. healthy conscience. But conscience only operates
in the moral pbere, to tell us whether
a thing is right or wrong. An enlightened and unseared conscience .viii
recognize that it wou1d only be presumption to seek for pecial '\rnidance" on a moral question. Tho c
who do so are playing with truthat great danger to their ouls.
The witness of the Holy Spirit
with our spirits is based upon, and
arises o ut of. the fact that wr are
children of God (Rom. 8: 16). Conciencc has to do with freedom from
known sin. - a negative thing; but
the "witnes " has to do with fellowhip and relationship a positive
thinS:(.
We may often need to seek guidance as children of God upon matters
where no moral issue is raised and
upon things where the question is

quite open as far a any revealed will
of our Father in heaven is concerned.
Nevertheless we may be convinced
that there is a plan of God which we
can discover. and into which we
greatlv wish to be directed. Then we
find that the guidance of the inward
witness comes to us on the line of a
strengthened sense or fellowship with
God on the right line, and a weakened ense of fellowship with God on
the wrong line.
A pure conscience will agree with
every true witness of the spirir with in; and will al o act as a welcome
0heck upon deception where a mistaken "witne s" would lead us a tray
into a pathway of que tionable conduct.

More than W hims and Fe elings
There is undoubt dly great danger
of people who are prone to fanaticism allowing themselves to become
controlled by every passing whim
and feeling under a belief that the
Spirit is "leading" them in this manner. We often feel like voicing a protest against the cheap w.:iy in which
people say with such assurance that
"the Lord told them" such and such
a thing.
On the other hand this inward
guidance or the Holy Spirit which we
de cribe a a "witness" ought to be .:i
very real thing to all God's Spiritfilled children. Perhap . in view of
Hi indwelling, it ought to be the
mo.~t common form in which they

mi 0 ht exnect

to bear His voice.
An initial urge from within should
not. as a general rule. be acted upon
too ha ti] y. A suggestion provided
by an " inward witnes " hould be
nraverfully examined in the light of
Scripture and of circumstances. omet1111e~ it can br made the subject of
wi c counsel. pccial care should be
taken if it conflicts with generally accepted rules of conduct. or with
"common-sense."
Generally speaking. a genuine inward witness from the Holy Spirit
may be proved by the fact that it oersi ts: whereas a mere whim or feeling
of our own oon passes away if not
peedily ati fied.
A sudden impulse by an inward
witnes from the Spirit may occa ionally be given in an urgent matter.
Perhaps the Soirit' s voice telling
Philio to ioin the chariot was a ca e
in p int (Act 8:39). But we believe
that immediate guidance of this nature- is normally given only to mature
be! ievers (like Philio) who. by continued walking with God. have
formed habits calculated to perceive
immediately the true from the false.

Speci;,.llv Valuable as
Conformation
The pccial value of guidance by an
inward witnes is often experienced
on the line of CO FORMATIO bv a
peace. or dis-peace, in the heart after
a decision has been made, and a certain course of action determined.
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"(he beautiful words 0£ Col. 3: 15
are very helpful here. "Let the peace
of God arbitrate, preside . or settle
all questionings in your hearts.'' Sucb
is the force of the word ;,rule" used
in the A. V.
After we have prayerfully and carefully made a decision as to the will of
God in any matter in our lives, there
may still linger "qu~stionings" in the
heart, quite possibly provoked by the
fear~ and criticisms of others. or our
own natural struggles with unbelief.
Then the "inward witness" can provide one of the most triu111iphant
assurances necessary through the deep
peace of soul which will be granted
if we are really moving in the -.viii of
God. Conversely, the loss of that
peace should make us very carefully
re-examine the course we had decided
upon.
It should be noted that the "peace"
that thus settles "all questionings·•
(as Weymouth beautifully puts it) i~
the true peace of unclouded personal
fellowship with God. It is not the
false peace of a doped conscience:
neither is it the dishonest peace of a
deliberate evasion of the consequencr~
of applying the Scriptures. The peace
of the inward witness is the enjoyment of full and unbroken communion between the child and the Father.
The sons of God are made to d0
the will of God as truly as rhe railway carriage is made to run along
the metals. The measure of our personal fitting into God's perfect will
can be likened to the smoothnec:~ of
the running along the track. The
express train may meet many violent
storms, climb many steep gradients.
and go through many dark tunnels
on its way: but nothing disturbs the
inherent smoothness of its running
while it keeps to the rails. The jolting of getting off the lines would
soon tell the driver that something
was radically wrong. In our own
lives it is not the meeting of outwatd storms, hard difficulties and
dark testings that prove we are out of
God's will. The very reverse may
probably be true. It is the jolting of
lost inward peace, and the ceaselesc;
friction of not :fitting in anywhere
without. that should warn us that
somewhere we are missing our Father's will.
0

"Barometer
The inward witness of our own
spirits can become very sensitive if
cultivated by a close walk with Goel.
People of certain temperaments, perhaps with a slight tilt toward the

neurotic side, need to be very careful
that they do not confuse every feeling and passing prejudice as a ''witness'' of the spirit. But healthy, sensible folk who are used to forming
sound judgments about things i~
general can know a very precious w-itness within to truth and error tbat
genuinely touches the supernatural at
times, and provides a most helpful
guide as to the will of God.

®t ]tG .©\un ~rrort,
Acts 12:16
Of its own accord,
Dee, the iron gate,
S" ing open by unseen [orce?
Ifs the hand of God.
It is nol of fate,
i\nd the captive speeds on his course.

Of its

own accord,
Has lhe pathway c leared,/\ miracle-move unlmown?
Like the den of lions
When the king had feared,
But where Daniel had prayed alone.

Of its own accord,
A provident move,
The bars have been swept away;
And the prison house
As the Scriptures prove
Has been emptied without delay.

-J. A.

satanic.

Pure hearts are needed for this kind
of guidance. Nothing makes it more
absolutely unreliable than the exis•
tence of some personal prejudice.

Barne.I/,

There is an inward light and joy
and gladness that can laugh and sing
1nd cnjov a deep calm in the spirit
in the midst of apparent failure and
violent opposition, just so long a~
there is a deep inward witness in tlw
hean that things are moving in the
line of God's will.
On the other hand there is an un-

~

easiness and sadness of soul and heavi•
ness of spirit that no outward efforts
at a superficial hilarity can dispel
'.vhen the spirit KNOWS, by an unmistakeable '"witness" within that
things, somewhere, ate not right with
God and not expressing His perfect
will.
An extremely valuable Pentecostal
sphere for this inward witness is on
the line of judging or discerning manifestations 0£ the Spirit, and Utterances through spiritual gifts ( I Cor.
14:29). The Anointing which we
have received of Him teacheth all
things (I John 2: 27) , and can be
relied upon in a true heart to give an
unmistakeable "witness," either for or
against, a manifestation or a message.
Those baptized in the Holy Spirit
know with what joy their spirits leap
ont in ri>~oonse to a genuine operation
of the Spirit of God. And perhaps
some of us know that deadness which
rests upon our spirits when encountering a "manifestation" that is purely
carnal. Still worse is that shrinkinq
horror within if ever we meet the

Blessed are those children of God
who are careful to walk in the light
of unclouded fellowship with their
Father in heaven, through the blood
of His Son, and thus become so
accustomed to the witness of the
Holy Spirit within that their own
spirits become a spiritual "barometer"
to tell them continually whether the
will of God is being fulfilled, or not.

v. o~ ov.o~ 011 o~ ov.o~ 011 o~ oV. o~ 011 o~ ov. o~ 011 PEp.
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THAT SOWHH BOUNTIFULLY SHALL REAP BOUN11FULLY:•

My New Year Offering to
Bethel Hon1e
7 Auburn Street, Framingham, Mass,

As a th;.nk offering for the Lord
at this glad season of the year I am
sending $ - - - to furnish coal and
food for Bethel Home, the only incorporated Pentecostal Home for Aged
in America.
Name

rt
~

~
~

rt

Address
City .. .. ....

. . .. . ... Srate .

~

<=

(Mal. 3: IQ).
~
"lna,much a, )le ha11e done ii unlo the least ye ha11e done ii tmlo Me' (Mau. 25 :40). <::>
••THAT THE.RE:_ MAY BE MEAT IN MINE HOUSE:"
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The New Creation
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By Henry Proctor F.R.S.L., London, England
any man be in Christ. he is a new :relllure" (II Cor. 5: 17).
This is the New Man which is (Eph. 4;24). He is already within authority in heaven and earth and
begotten of God (Eph. 4: 24; Col. us, but we are to let Him permeate power to annihilate, in a moment,
3: l 0), a new personality growing up our whole being, so that we become the forces that come against Him, yet
in us. which is the Seed of Christ. clothed with Him. So that the Life allowed Himself to be crucified
The Seed in which He prolongs His of Christ which is hidden within us. through weakness.
days on the earth. (Isa. 53; 10). This shall be made manifest without: may
The Christ who is in us, "the New
New Man or New Creature ( Gal. .. come out in our mortal flesh'' (I Pet. Man." is the same who died on Cal6: 15) is that which has been begotvary, who was dead and is alive
~~~~~~>-",.J~,.a:f.
f or evermore. Th at is
. one reason
ten again, not of corruptible seed,
but of incorruptible, through the livTHEY NEED YOUR PRAYERS
why we can say that we are jointly
ing Word of God. (I Pet. 1 :23).
crucified, buried, raised and ascended
This New Man, therefore, is that
B» Jeannette Florance
with Him, because the New Man in
which cannot sin because he is beThis poem u•as written by a high school girl.
us, is identical with the Christ who
gotten of God (I John 3 :9). The It gives a glimpse of the godless atmosphere of has experienced this.
· st ill 1'ta bl e to
N ew M an or N ew Creature is beini? many high schools.
The outwar d man 1s
renewed into foll knowledge, after
The high school students are the ones
temptation to sin and to sickness, and
the image of Him that created him.
Wha surely need your prayen.
there is always a possibility of his
O yes, theY have th eir learning,
fall into either, but the New Man is
( Col. 3: 10.) For it is upon his face,
But you rarely find Christ there.
and not upon that of the face of the
Hii Name? o yes, it's mentioned
being renewed day by day-re~
outward man, that the glory of God
By lips that blaspheme Him,
molded "into the Image of God, and
is shining. It is he that is reflecting
By tongues that yield to Satan,
as "he cannot sin," so it is impossible
as a mirror the glory of the Lord.
By youlhs marred black wi th sin.
that he should ever be sick, for we
and so being changed into the same
The boy• and girls seem happy,
ourselves are like the Master Himself
image, or as Moffat translates, "\Ve
They laugh and talk and •hout,
in this, that we have been "put to
all mirror the gfory of the Lord with
But dates and cards and dances
death in the flesh, but made alive in
· d, an d so are bezng
· transAre all they talk about.
· · , y
f ace unveile
And if you mention Christ there
the sp1rtt.
' e are dea d an d your 1·f
1 e
formed into the same likeness as
And say He died for men,
is hid with Christ in God.
The
Himself. passing from one glory to
They look at you amazed and say,
Christ in you, becomes your life.1
another" (II Cor. 3:18) or from
"Fanatic! Oneoftheml
(Col. 3:3-4.)
,
one degree of glory to another and
"I never would have thought it,
It is by means of the Overcomer
a higher degree of glory.
You seem quite happy. too,
within, that we are to overcome all
So that the New Man is becoming
But when I come to think of it
things. His strength, His energy, by
more like God, every day, ''shining
There ian't much you do;
means of which the Inward Man is
You don't go to the movies,
more and more unto the Perfect
And dances-never one.
being continually renewe d , an d reDar.t." And if God i Love, then the
J beg of you. plea,e tell me
moulded, to "come out" be mani"
New Man, begotten in His Image,
How do you have some fun?"
fested. and exhibited in our mortal
and growing up in all things into
And then when you explain 10 them
flesh (II Cor. 4: 11) so that every
Him. must also be LOVE. He is to be
The joy you have in Him
day we are overcoming death in the
perfect in love, as hi Heavenly FathBecause you know He Jives in you
body. by means of the Indweller.
er j5 perfect (Matt. 5 :48). Because
And saves from power of oin,
who "daily leadeth us in the train of
God loves His enemies, the Christian
They look at you, and laugh and say,
His triumphs · · o that we are more
.
"Oh boy! You have it bad.
must love hts own enemies; pray for
I'm glad it's not contagious, •cause
than conquerors over sin. death and
his persecutors; must bless them that
I'd miss the fun l"ve had."
disease, for the law of the Spirit of
curse him, and do good to them that
Life
in Christ Jesus hath made me free
·
f
The hi11h school students are the ones,
hate h 1m,
or this proves him to be
Who surely need your prayers.
from the law of sin and death. And
the true son of the Father, who is
Ob, yes, they have their learning
just as the law of sin formerly ener,
continually giving good gifts, on the
But you rarely !ind Christ there.
g1zcd my members to bring forth
natural plane, to those who hate him
So let us give the m one and all
fruit unto death. so now the Law of
The precious Book of Love,
k
•
( M ate. 5 : 4 3· 45) ·
That show, the folly of mere fun,
the Spirit of Life is wor ing m mv
For we have the same Christ in us
And tell• of God above.
members to bring forth fruit unto
who died for His enemies, who prayGod. It is with the Inward Man
ed even for those who were crucify- ~~~~'
that God deals, the inner shrine of
ing Him. If we let the New Man the 2 · 9) show to the world as Jesus did, the New Man. which is the Holy of
Christ within hold full sway, He will what the character of God is. For Holies, where the Light of God is aldo just the ame in us, for we have this reason, we are to become "imita- ways shining, like the Shekinah
Him in us who has overcome all tors of God as beloved children," Light in the tabernacle and Temple
things, all enemies, even the last en- to have the mind of Christ who of old. (Heb. 8: 10.)
emy, which is death. "For herein is possessing all the riches of the unilove made perfect with us-because verse, yet "for our sake became
JESUS IS VICTOR, by Stanley H . Frodas He is. even so are we in this world." poor"; who when He was reviled.
A splendid biography of the late Mrs.
This is why we are commanded to reviled not again; when He iuffered, sham.
F rod,ham, with stirrini incidents of a life ol
be "r:1.0T1 ll:D w11h rhe New Man" He tbreatene<l not, who having all futh. 50c Po,tpew.
''If
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Communism or Liberty

Part of address cecently giuen at Memphis, Tenn., by Dr. J. N. Hoooec
Many of us feel it was unfortuHE DEAREST and most precious lieved it had its origin by Russian
place to man in all the world is exiles, who, before the death of the nate to recognize Russia. President
home, the pface where we find Czars, were housed and protected by Coolidge said:" I will not barter away
food, shelter, and protection. Wbeth- France. Special kindness to some often the principles of the United States for
er in the frosty region of the north, means destruction to many. "The trade." But the present admini traor in the sunny land of the south, first attempts to form the Third In- tion did, and it was the beginning of
man loves his home and will gladly ternational date back to 1915, when, a series of serious complications. It is
face the most difficult problem, and on the initiative of Lenin, a confer- impossible for a Christian nation to
bravely fight for his home. We live ence was held at Zimmerwald, in federate with an atheist nation harin a country where the government is Switzerland. Eleven Socialist Parties moniously, for the propaganda of one
"of the people, for the people, and by were represented. At the conclusion of will soon interfere with the laws of
the people," and if it is not what we this conference a resolution war; the other. There is no mutual ground
desire, it is within our power to make adopted recommending sabotage, the for a peaceful cooperation between
such alterations as may be necessary general strike. and armed risings. in Christianity and atheism.
tl1e hope of provoking a general social
without dictation of a dictator.
Powerful organization sent to the
revolution. This resolution was con- White House urgent requests to not
The people who have come to this
recognize the Soviet government of
country and will not harmoniously
Russia, but they were cast aside and
adjust themselves to our system of
the Soviet government was recognized
government should not be permitted
by the President. Mr. Bullitt, who
to remain among us. The one who
had spent much time in Russia, was
finds food, shelter, and freedom in
sent to Moscow as the American Amthe home of a friend, and at the same
buch an appointment
bassador.
time seeks to destroy the life of that
should never be made final where there
friend, is not only a hypocrite, but a
is a serious objection, and especially
dangerous person, and should be imwithout the consent of Congress.
mediately expelled from that home.
Such is the condition we find our
At the close of tbe European war.
country in today. A malicious en··Mr. Bullitt," says 'Time,' "made a
emy has come into our home, and in
tent.itive recognition deal with Dictarvery conceivable way is seeking to
tor Nikolai Lenin, and rushed prouddestroy the Constitution of our counly back to Paris where shocked Presitry and bring us into subjection to a
dent Wilson consigned their work to
foreign power. One hundred and
the wastebasket. Too rich to keep his
fifty-nine years ago our fathers
mouth shut, Bill Bullitt exploded:
brought forth a Declaration of Inde'Tm going to the Riviera, lie in the
pendence, setting aside the one-man
sand and watch the world go to
power and the one-man government.
Hell!'' There has just recently been
and now we. their children, are called
presented to the committee in charge
to the firing line beneath the folds of
of uch matters a "resolution to withthe Stars and Stripes to protect this
J. N. Hoouer
draw diplomatic recognition of Soviet
political and religious liberty which firmed and developed by the con- Rus ia," but "the State Department
God alone ordained.
ference al Kinthal ( 1916), and at objected." Surely the time has come
A foreign enemy is worming its Stock ho Im ( I 9 I 7) . Thus was born for Americans to awaken. The recogway not only into every part of our the International Bolshevik Move- nition of Soviet Russia opened new
State and National government. but ment of which the technical machin- avenues for the propaganda of Comalso into our educational system. and ery was constituted in 191 9 after the munists within Amedca. The most
is even now propagating its doctrines Bolsheviks came into power in Rus - powerful and outstanding publisher
under the high-floating banner of oria. This machinery took the name in America in an article recently said:
ganized Christianity, an organization of the Third (Communist) Interna- "We recognized Russia." Now it is
that would destroy our government. tional. or Komintem."
just as well to recognize what we
our Bible, our church, and our standStalin, the austere, autocratic, recognized. Is it not about time for
ard of living.
atheistic rul er of Russia, is the chief us to realize that peace, progress and
Bolshevists or Communists, as they dictator of the ''Red'' or Communis- happiness only thrive in the soil of
are more commonly called, are spread- tic Movement throughout the na·- liberty and free democracy?
"There is in Los Angeles a college
ing their foreign doctrines systemati- tions. The average person docs not
cally in every part of our country, realize the extent of the Communistic for training Communist agitators.
and especially in the large man u fac- propaganda that emanates from Mos- The courses include street riots. propa
turing centers, educational institu- cow. lt is evident these doctrines are l,!anda works in colleges. propaganda
tions, and even in our Christian spreading rapidly, and some of their in the Army. Navy, and National
clever leaders are now at the very Guard; and propaganda in governschools.
Communism perfected its organiza- front of the political parties of our ment relief camps," says the Associated Prrss.
tion in Russia, but it is generally be- Country.
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"The United States has been divided in to twenty-six district by the
Communist party, with 187 sub -districts in over 500 cities. There are in
the United States 600 national Communist organizations which have to
do with every phase of our business,
social and religious life. The Communist maintain over 400 regular
newspapers. magazines, and news bulletins. There are more than 300
5chools in the United States maintained by the Communists, teaching
revolutionary strike tactics, hatred of
our government and institutions,"
according to L. D. Owen in the
Chicago Herald and Examiner.
Can we as loyal Americans view
the wide spread propaganda directed
from Moscow, against our system of
government without protest? Shall
we continue to permit Communist influence in our schools by teachers supported by the taxpayers? Can we
view with indifference the division of
government relief funds for the establishing of Communist doctrines?
Have we failed to recognize the seriousness of the communists who are
propagating their doctrine in our
Army and Navy? Are we 'doing our
part' in this 'recovery experiment' by
permitting nationally known Communist agitators to foment labor
trikes? Sure! y the time has come,
regardless of party or creed, for every
loyal American to rally beneath the
Stars an c! Stripes, and defend the
Constitution against this foreign foe,
which is making its way into every
department of our government, industrial organizations, and educational institutions. Chief Justice Stone
of the Illinois Supreme Court, in a
recent addre s said that American libertils are being endangered by "teachers and professors who arc teaching
the ideas of Soviet Russia and seeking
to put into the school curriculum,
textbook containing such teaching."
Such a warning should arouse the
school board throughout the nation
to not on! y investigate, but to clean
house.
Communists advance the theory
that if progress can be made in the
United States. the world will soon be
at their mercy. Stalin recently said:
'Before the Soviet power can fulfill
its function, it must be established
throughout the world. The American Communi t party must be improved and Bolshevized. For that end
we must work in order to forge real
revolutionary cadets. and a real revolutionary leadership of the proletJriat. capable of leading the many mil-

lions of the American working class
toward the revolutionary class struggles." Why should our administration permit Stalin to bring about and
perpetuate a political party in our
nation which party has for it goal
the destruction of our government?
It was the general understanding if
America recognized Soviet Russia she
wou,ld stop her propaganda within
our territory, but this she did not and
does not intend to do.
In a recent Bolshevik or Communist meeting in Moscow, Russia, one
of their outstanding leaders said:
"The elements of a revolutionary
crisis are growing everywhere. Under
the banner of Marx, Engels. Lenin,
and Stalin. we will conquer the whole
world." The Wisconsin News gives
us the following: "Moscow Films
poison United States screens. The
red movie octopus grabs control of
152 American theatres to widen
spread of propaganda. The Moscow
government controls all of these 152
American theatres through the AMKINO Corporation of 723 Seventh
Ave .. New York City.
A speaker at a Communist meeting
in Chicago, according to a reliable
publisher said: "We are proceeding in
America just as we are in Europe and
throughout the world. We Communists and Socialists will haul down
the dirty American rag and flv our
own red flag over the White House.
We will infiltrate into the American
Army and Navy and stamp the men
with our cause. Don't think we can't
do it. We will put into your legislature and into Congre s and into the
Senate those who will do our work
for us."
There are four things the Communists are seeking to establish: FIRST,
the overthrow of our government by
force or violence: SECOND. the substitution of a Soviet form of government by abolishing elected representatives in both legislative and executive
branche~. which would bring our nation under a one-man rule or dictatorship: THIRD. the confiscation of private property for government use,
and FOURTH, restriction of the rights
of rdigious freedom. frc dam of the
press and free speech. Do we want
such a government h('re?
In the State legislature of Missouri.
the Hou e Committee on elections
approved a bill which will bar from
election ballots in Missouri any party
which advo::ates the overthrow of
local or national government by force
or violence, or carries on a program of
sedition or treason against existing

9
government. It also provides that
no newly organized political party
shall be given a place on the ballot
until its officers and representatives
have made affidavits that the party
does not advocate the overthrow of
existing governments, This is a step
in the right direction. and let us hope
other States will assume a similar
responsibility. Such a system must be
put into action or the people will be
brought iu to slavery before they are
conscious of what has taken place.
Shal I we permit a foreign power to
come into America, take over our
government, and make slaves of our
people? God helo us to awake. and
to remember the Constitution when
we go to the polls to vote.
There is plenty of money and food
in the nation for everyone, but peace
and prosperity will never return until
confidence is restored. The Master of
masters gave us in His sermon on the
mount, the principles by which all
difficulties may be solved, but this
doctrine will never be realized until
graft and hate is taken out of the
heart of man. It is not the unemployed that arc crying against the
govetnment. but it is the trained Communist agitator with foreign ideas
that is poisoning the mind of the
innocent, fomenting strikes, and causing general dissatisfaction. Many of
these agitators are not American citizens. and should be sent back to the
country from which they came.
I am informed through reliable
publications that seventy percent of
the strikes in the United States during the past 12 months were fomented by Communists. This in fact is
a part of their program. They are
disturbing workers in all manufacturing centers throughout the nation.
The struggle between Capital and
labor is nothing new. It is as old as
history. It is like an old volcano
which periodically send forth its
fires of destruction. To destroy the
property of a man or company. or to
take advantage of a laboring class -is
a very poor system by which to obThe
tain a peaceable agreement.
"American Federation of Labor is
loyal to the government." William
Green, President of the American
Federation of Labor, said: ''It would
be too Jong a tory to recall all of the
strugg-Je which our Unions have had
The
with Communist invaders.
American Federation of Labor knows
perfectly well. as does every one else
wh0 has given the sub iect even a
casual study, that the Communist
pbilosophy is completely revolution-
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ary." Every laborer should be very
careful vhat labor union or ociety
he is joining. if be wants to be a
loyal American citizen; and if he doe
not, then be hould be returned to the
country from which he came.
The average person in America is
a peaceful citizen and does not know
the seriousness of the present propaganda of this Communist movement.
Their procedure is to join any organization in which to sow their doctrine and then wait for, or create, a
gri.-vance which can be fanned into
an outbreak or strike at the least pro,·ootion. If this un -American aggression continues without government
interference, it will not be long until
ic will grip our nation and take our
propcrt v from us, run our business,
close our churches, and banish our
Bible. Thi is what the Communists
have done in Russia. and this is their
:;worn purpose here.
Men of State and
ational in fluence , regardle s of party or creed.
are stepping to the front and are loyally defending the Constitution from
the vicious and clever attacks of Communism There is not enough room
under the Stars and Stripes for Americanism and Communism .
Because of what they have done and
arc doing. the Bolsheviks or
ommunists have forced loyal American
citizens to look upon them as God denyers, law-defyers. and civilizationdestroyers . They have no God but
self. and no eternity but the present
The Communist government of Rus
sia has put a ban on God, the Bible.
and divine worship . Stalin. according
to the London Morning Post. has
si~ned a decree that "By May I st.
I 93 7. there must not remain on the
territory of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics a single house of
prayer to God ." This is Bol hevism
or Communism. Do we want such
government here~ Thousands of
Russians. according to reliable re ports, have been taken from their
homes. thrown into prison. sent into Siberia, shot down , or forced to
starve to death. for no other cause
than that they were not in sympathy
•vith the Communist system of government, and refused to give up their
Bibles, their faith in Jesus Christ, and
the hope of a home in heaven .
You ask what do the Bolsheviks
believe anyway? The London Times,
quotes one of their outstanding leaders: "We will grapple with the Lord
10 due season. We shall banish Him
in Hi highest heaven forever. " What
a threat! What blasphemy. Wlul an
impo~sibility ! 'I
1d who madr

ue

and the arth is still on
Hi throm . and Ju ti e omewherc.
.som c- ime will be done , for what oever a man soweth that shall h al o
reap . Yes . God is on His throne, and
d will till bt' on His throne when
all the atbci t are dead and gone.
Let him who eeks to take from
man the divine blessing of religious
and political freedom know he is
fighting again t G d, and that out
of every martyr' grave comes a hundred churches, free chools, free speech,
and a fn•e pre s. Beneath the splendid
arch of the tu Spangled banner, let
U5 takl.' our stand for God , home, and
the Constitution of our glorious
co untry . [f from this standard we
drift . o ur liberty will be turned into
~lavery, Jnd ur rejoicing into mournmg .
SIG
A D WONDER
th>' he.:iwn

\Continued from pa2e I)

source and to me they became very
interesting.
On e out randin~ experience thi
British soldier told me , and verified
by others was as follow : " It was
zero hour in the trenches .ind th
command to go over the top. At thaL
moment a vision appeared on 'no
man ·s land.' It was a row of ancient
English archers with their bows and
arr~ws held in perfect battle forma tio n . f.icing the G rman trenche . Th
vi ion lasted for several second and
wa~ interpreted b y some Christian
~o ldicrs as God 's defender
ot a
man wa
lost on that particular
charge and the vision was the mean
o f turning an unkno·vn number to
God ." according to this oldier '
story.
o doubt the reader of thi article
has beard of different my terious sign
in tbc past few years. I can only
attempt to cover a very small portion
of xperience and data that I have
gath red from different ourccs. The
foil owing arc so outstanding and coincide so closely with God 's Word
that it surely proves to one that we
arc livini;i; on the very brink of this
pre nr civilization.
Let u turn to Luke 21: 11: " And

lead ul sioht s and qreat ~igns shall
there be ·from heaven.' ' Also Luke
21 : 25 · "And there shall he sign. in
the sun . and in the moon and in the
stars and upon the earth distres of
nations. with perple.>..ittt: che sea and
the waues roarinq.'·
Herc we learn from the teacbinis
of Jrsus in the Temple _just what is
to happen on this earth prior to His
second coming. Note ,,,rcfully. " wt'al

.~ipns from heaven."

I have before me a clipping fron1 a
press dispatch dated Palestine, Texas,
owmber 24, 1935 : "A strange,
amber-colored sword-shaped shaft of
light appeared in the north-w stern
sky here early today , puzzled resi dents. Before midnight in a cloudless
sky it remained stationary for ,rn
hour. It slowly turned to a red color
and shaped itself into a perfect
sword before it disappeared ."
Let us turn again to St. Luke

21 : 25 : " The sea and wave roaring ."
Th .! following is one of several clip pings that certainly fit that passage :
San Pedro, California , December 10.
193 5 : ''Near La Jolla, off the outbern California coast, the floor of the
e.i growls strangely , beginning at
JI :00 A. M. every day. So audible
arc the phenomena that they interrupt the work of the geodetic survey
ship. Pioneer, in making a new contour map of the ocean bed . o explanation has been considered satis factory by the Pioneer' men ."
A lake in Italy rises and falls sev eral feet at regular periods. Part of
the sea coast in South America turns
a reddish color at times and gives out
an odor that drives people from the
shore. Tides have on several occasions
in different parts of the coast broken
ections of breakwaters and torn
ships from their anchors. I bad the
privilege to witness one of those C?c•
casions on a clear cloudless day while
the ocean was smooth as glass. Thal
happened in San Pedro harbor three
years ago . We know that the moon
controls the tides so there we have
those sii;i;ns in the moon that cause the
''sea and waues to roar ."
The astronomer are puzzled today over a star that alternate! y grows
bright and dim . They are puzzled
over huge sun spot . o large that our
world could be lost in one of them.
Two suns shown simultaneously
for a few moments in Mexico City. A
cross appeared in the sky over Montana last year. A huge shadow of ;i
cross covered t be side of a skyscraper in Chicago two years ago A
ball of firt> pas ed through a tun
bcred section of Puget Sound a few
years ago . The same happened in
orway.
A great ma iority of these signs and
wonder escape the attention or a
single observer. If one attempted to
gather all the data. it would fill many
volume . Surely there are enough
brou~ht 10 the :ittenLion of God·s
children these days to give them 1c,ll-
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er zeal to go to greater efforts in the
King· s business.
Sig~s and wonders and perplexity
of nations are growing in intensity.
We cannot dodge that fact. It is the
plain truth from God's Word.
We should take heed to the warning and. according to Deut. 29: 29:
"that we may do all the words of
this law."
VELLAPPANARY, KYATOR
SOUTH INDIA
Greetings once again in the tnighty Name of
our Lord J~us. May God of all grace through
His Divine power sustain and uphold in
the.se terrible times of trials and tests. God is simply marking the time but He won't allow the
diabolical adventures of the devil to overthrow His work. When the time is ripe for our
Commander in Chief to sound the trumpet to
march forth into the fi.ay, Sati,n shall vanish
like the d"w drop on the pran when the bright
livht of the beautiful sun begins to play upon
it and w<> shall sing gloriously the victor's song.
Who is like unto our Jehovah? Who i, equal to
our Lord? Who is !(realer than our Cod?
Strong and millhty to deliver with His wonder
workin1r rod. Bless His d..ar Name Forever!
The poor young girl who was bound by the
chains of Satan was miraculously delivered. The
poor girl with her curling hair and thrilling face
twi•ted around and rolled her burning eyes and
made such a tremendous terrible voice that those
standinst near were frightened while ,he was
in the hand• of the d.,viJ. She is at her liberty
The devil left as soon
r-ow. Thank God.
· • it ,aw the mighty sword of powerful pro.yen.
1 Jn I God has revealed to me that nothing is
"mp"a•ible in His sight. My heart ii 611ec:I and
-.verAowin11 with immense thanks and praise for
what the Lord has done in the midst of the.we
hunt:lrPds of heathen pPople who ne~lected our
Gnd. Please pray, dear Brother, that thi, miracle
will be a stroni pillar and 11round of truth to
h, in11 manv more souls under His precious feet.
We still delis:iht to talk about this adventurf'.
11 vlory, honor and praise be unto Him!
The rainv season commences in these parts
usually in October and the same will last till
January. There has been no rain for the past
one and a half years. There is not a single drop
of waler even in the deepest wells. Pandavermamglam is a somewhat fertile place around
Koilpatti, but this year there is no water enn
People carry water from
to drink here.
a distance of one mile 11nd so we have lo pay
mor.- money lo get water. l11 many villages of
the southern part of this district water scarcity
occured several months asto whe11 J had been
therr on a gospel tour. We don't know what is
~oin11 to take place ned. Pray for us.
Plunders and murders are common here now.
Caniis of robbers are everywhere. Last week a
11an$! of forty robbers come lo Koilpatti and
plundered in the head con&table's house while he
wa& awav. Police officers are investigating lo
~nd out the persons and things that were stolen.
During such •<>vere times in the midst of these
s11vagc people, our Lord wonderfully under•
lakes, for which we heartily thank and praise
Him. Please prav lo protect us evermore in
lhe,e cruel times of 11reat calamity. Certainly the
day nf His coming i, fut advancing. Beloved
r,nrs. b~ faithful for the end is very near.
At this time of writin~ I am at the headquarters just now returning from a go1pel lour lo the

far east jUDgles for a yearly festival m which I
,. story of tbe
had opportunities IQ pr-nl
glorious ga.pel. I went tnere by our ulloek c-art
with one an.oa (iJ, 2¼ cents exactly m U. S.
money) in my pocket and stayed there for two
days. Two tilllea I wa, without food and vet our
Lord gave everything free there. Prai•e th; Lord.
After clo,mg an open air meeting while I was
di.ctributing and eic.plaining some old lracls, some
d nomuialional churc.b people c,une lo me and
modi:ed at me for asiog old t:racb. For a - e n t
l was kept qJ.Uel and then the Ll11i"i Wo.rd,. of
oMr Lord Aasbed on my mind and cro..ed.
boldly said ,
thruu~h my brain. I then gladly
"f.ve1ythrng in this world becom~ old 1md wom
out bvt tlv Word of God neve.- b«omes old or
lose;; i~ power. 1f it is sard that 'one iol or one
~·lie sball i11 110 Dl($e paso the11 how c-an it be
1p0$6ible for 1k words of Life. power and
·,abon lo become old." At once they all went
away withoul speaking a word.
At first when l enlered into Hi· 1J1ini~try 1 had
lo ~udure dilfu:ulties of uosprakable rufferings
and my oorrow• were Ulll'llCafllral,l.,. But now.
Dt:.ar Brethren, I ain very, very happy and re joice in the Lord for all the difficulties. disntilers and di.sappoiotroenl3 in behalf of His
sweet service. Because I know I am suffering,
mucked and laughed at for th<' sake of our
$ayiovr, Jesus Christ. Our k>rd lo11e k.nows
my sufferings, sorrows, my rears and roa11ings
in behalf of the Lord's work in this Dark Soulh

a.on

lnd,a.
Who are willing to suffer, if need be, who are
,,.illing to pour out their lives for Christ and for
Mi. Go.pel's sake in this beni~hted land. Oh!
How I will be glad and happy on 'that day to
tell Him that I was mocked and scoffed at for the
sake oE Hi, gospel. Dear ,aintt whet are you going to tell Hirn on that day of judgment before
the white throne of frace. Make use of the tim~
for that day is fut advancing.
May God abundantly and richly bleu 110d
keep you in all things for His will and work.
With kindest love and greetings.-A. Robert

/arnbs.
HO G KONG. CHI
rgue sent me some copies of
Rey. A. H.
your excellent paper and you may ~ sure we
enjoyed it much.
We are trying to look after an English work
here in the colony and Ii ve stations in inland
China. This involves much traveling and expense,
but it i$ worth it for souls are getting through lo
God and we lately have had some read trophies
of grace. Thirty-one have been added to the
Church at Sz \Vui thi, year and they are doing
quite a bit in iUpporting their own work, yet
they cannot do so fully. In June wt· ha,ptized
seventeen m a lumber town away amo1111 the
mountains--one has to wade up to the waist in
water to get there. Now they are rentin a buildin11 for a chapel but were unable to give for the
fittings, 1eal1, etc. So their young preacher came
down and made an appeal lo the mother church
at Sz Wui and they gave of their poverty twenty
seven dollars which will be enough to ijel seats,
pulpit, light, ck,. and thu~ cury on the work of
the Lord in that place.
ln the English work God 11 also •aving mfn
and women and last Sunday we had a fine b,inch
of British soldier•. over twenty who have ~en
saved, Among them we hav" organind a Goepel
team and fo,- several Sundays now they hav.gone to U. S. A., gunboats in the harbor here
and held service,. Thu1 the work of Cod ioes on
and, be.idet thi,. we have been writin11 a series
of articles on the Holy Spirit for a Chinese

penod,ul W ch goes all over China and so the
busy happy days fly by. \Ve are well known to
ur contributing editors, Brothers Argue
lvlo of
and Donald Gee.
'Praying God's blessing on your work and asking an interest i11 your prayers l am, Yours for
f. 'Rullicrfora Spence.
Cbrj,t 111 China.
PEST

ZE TLORI 'G, BOKAl ARP DUTCA, HUNG RY

.Since we "'Tole you last, G.,d du:! areal worl.,
in OW" midst; not ooly talin11 us closer lo 1-1,msdf. but also the member.s in our assembly. Two
testrted that before they :J<new us only by hearsay,

of m ,n our ■ 1sem
du-augh His ...,;,.d.,m l'Ut
'1116re buniei- in their heai:ts. and they were di~satis6ed with thei.r Jormer Ghn•tian exper.ience.
Lately IIOll\e of them took .courage and came to
our m•e'rng. They were surprised that we don't
hale them. but were praying for them. The dear
Lor.:l wa so good to tK, and hdped .us to bold
ey hated tn, and t!:very ooe

bly.

but

the Lard

l>Uf' 1M"aCC.

About two 10011tl)S ago a poor "'Om1ln <".&me
to our assembly. and br.oll(lht her crippled hu,hand
"n a wheel Chair to be prayea for, which we dia.
io tlie Name of tbe Lord Jesus. We didn't hrar
mu•h from them for " wl-nle, hut on the Op<'nmg
111 cm
(>f our ne place. to our ln.lrpri e, .he .c
Im feet. ft ...,-a~ wonderhl1 whltl tile Lord did.
le~ -oervioe thal e eai , 1he
e h&:I •
Lo.ul was very near lo us, S<Une prucber~. and
b.ilievers ·ere wiih us from dif!er,.nt a.ssembl' •·
The new hall hold$ about :ZOO seal$. Please pray
n1Ut'l1 for ti,ese rouk ilt-at they m y hold ob ~""'i\
unto tbe cad.
at eYC11i•1. -r had , wecl,:liu«.
Oc:tol= V
The,·.., _,,.., mo~e tb.a11 300 people. About "lS
people raised their hands for salva4ion, and
toolc a stand to follow the Lord.
Th" 1ongeT we lay in Hunvaria. the more w~
a~e <"<fflvinced th-at lhi, is our field of la"hor, s
Lord will per.mi'! us to :s11!y.
lwn fl
The dR>il ti-i.ed .,..,.y -hard to hinder, 1'111
pra,-.: Gn,;1 for tlie vu:lory.
for the devotednes.s nf vnur
Thank OU
faithful pra"er. You s!Jl".dy shall hav.- YJJut. r~waTd at itir resunection of the just. It IS ne,l
alway. mo11ntain top e,m,-riencr with U$. hut we
Jr w th 1 ,.,;tl,c,ut God's kno,- ledgP nothim,
shall happen. We are praying .,.. you all, ftnd
also to u,., one
may God help you and
another"s Jlrayers in the corner where lhe Lord
puts us. Thank God that He 1s heann!l His
""' n liule <mes' prayer.
May 1hr heavrn'$ best est upon vou all that
are praying for us ai,d the wori. ~ Hung n•.
~lJro. & Si,. D. F. R«roJ,a.

an

Worcester, Mass.
My Dear Fellow Pastona
We are l'ery happy lo be ablr to earneslh invite you and your Bock lo come and enjoy with
u, a two weeh ni11htly demonstration of the most
profound mysteries of Divine Truth, by means
of an electrical spectacular apparatus called.
"A Little Starry Universe in Operation" that has
recently been shown across the continent with
great succes . by the nationally known EvangeN. Kelly of New Yor1c City.
list,
Theae special illustrated 11nd demonitrftte-d
lecture sermons will be held at 8 ,00 o'rlMk
ni11htly for Inn dayi, commencin11 0t'c. 31. 111 th"
Pentecostal Latter Rain Church, Room 17. 854
Main Stree-t. Take elevalor at 844 Main Street.
Com~ every cvt>nin,·. Yours in the love and
,:,nJ I. E.
/.
~<llll\f'••rvire of J•~lrn till
Curley, Pa,tors

nf
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Backbone of the Bible
Condensed from Rev. C. S. Tubbr/ s Chart Sermon
Dispensational Truth
1. A study of the dispensations or
ages reveals very clearly the fact that
the workings of God arc systematic
and that there has been an usmistakable order in the history of the world.
As a yard-stick is divided into feet
and inches, so time is divided into
"Ages," each of which has a definite
beginning and ending.
2. It establishes the unfailing certainty of the law of retribution-the
law of sin and judgment. We have
entered into a time of great laxity of
opinion along this line, and on every
hand one hears it asserted that God is
too benevolent and merciful to precipitate judgment upon human beings:
this may be comforting news to selfloving sinners, but it is diametrically
opposed to the teachings of Scripture.
3. Dispensational truth shows
God's desire to take mankind into
partnership and cooperation with
Himself. He does not work alone. He
uses human instruments to further
His excellent schemes. He has a part
for each of us to play, and promises
us a hare in the rewards which He
will dispense.
4. Also. it furnishes proof that God
is not detached from the affairs of
this world. Some seem to have the
idea that God made the world.
"wound it up like a clock, and then
ran off and left it to take care of itself." That this is not the case will
short! y be demonstrated beyond all
doubt to every man and woman alive
on the earth.
The Dispensations
Each age has certain ear-marks by
which it is identified. Each. except
the third has a representative man
Each has a predominant characteri-:tic, from which it gets its name. Each
bagins with grace and ends in judgment. In each, man proves himself
to be a dismal failure, when out of
conformity to the revealed will of
God. Also there is to be found an
apostasy-a down-grade movement
in each age.
Innocence
Thi5 age is called the dispensation
of innocence. because that was the
outstanding characteristic. Adam was.
of course. the representative man.
God gave just one command to Adam
and Eve: that was abstinence from
the fruit of the tree of the knowledge
of good and evil. God had selected
the most beautiful spot on earth-

the garden of Eden-for Adam and Noah and his wife and his sons with
Eve and had surrounded them with their wives stepped out of the ark on
all that would tend to make them to dry ground and must have felt a
happy. This happiness was not of bit lonely as they realized that they
long duration, however, for Satan we(e the only people alive in the
presently entered the Garden of Eden, whole world. This brings us into
hiding himself beneath the skin of a the third age, that of human govserpent. Eve yielded to his subtle ernment. The race multiplied and
argument, partook of the forbidden increased and again there was moral
fruit, called her husband and gave decline, and failure. Sin reached its
him some of it, "And the eyes of zenith down on the plains of Shinar
them both were opened." Innocence where the Tower of Babel was erected.
took flight and fear of the conse- There the thought seemed to be to
quences of their misconduct began to dethrone God and deify man. But
fill their hearts, causing them to hide God. whose eyes run to ilnd fro
themselves among the trees. Presently throughout the whole earth. beheld
the Lord enters the Garden. discovers their mischievous scheme and prer
their sin, pronounces His curse, and. nounced His judgment upon the rebas punishment for their disobedience. els. The description of this iudgment
expels them from Eden. The age ends is given in Gen. 11 : 9. "The Lord
with Gen. 3 :24. "So He drove our did there confound the language of
the man."
all the earth: and from thence did
Conscience
the Lord scatter them abroad upon
The second age opens with man in the face of all the earth." So ended the
possession of a knowledge of good third dispensation.
and evil; that is conscience. God exPromise
pects man to, "Eschew evil and do
Now Jehovah looks for another
good." Man multiplied upon tbe man through whom He may displav
earth. and there was a semblance of His power. Abraham is chosen anrf
what the modernist would call pro- great and precious promises are ma<lr.
gress. Cities were builded, musicians to him by the Lord. Hence the fourth
sprang forth exhibiting their skill ageiscalled"Promise."Gen.12:2. 1
upon the instruments of their own says, "[ witl make of thee a qrear
itnvention; also there were articles riation. and l will bless thee and make
of brass and iron produced by clever thq name great; and thou shalt be a
artificers and a general increase of blessinq; and I will bless them that
knowledRe was to be noted. But God bless thee. and curse him that curseth
looking down upon His creation saw thee: and in thee shall all the families
more than invention and music and of the earth be blessed." Here we have
art. He "saw chat the wickedness of the origin of the 5!reat Israelitish race.
man was qreaJ in the earth. and that The promises made to Abraham were
everr.J imagination of the thoughts of confirmed to Isaac and Jacob. Thev
his heart was only evil continually." included a "Land," and a twofold
God now chooses Noah as the rep- posterity - natural. and spiritual.
resentative man of the age. Noah Abraham was to have a seed as numbuilds an ark under divine instruction. erous as the stars of heaven (Gen.
and warns the people that a flood is I 5: 5) : that was the spiritual seed
coming and that their only hope of -Christ and His Church. Also bis
safety is in entering the ark. However. seed was to be as the dust of the earth
Noah's converts are mostly among
(Gen. 13: 1 6) : that indicated the
the members of the animal kingdom. natural posterity.
After one hundred and twenty years
Some of the promises made to Abof grace, God tells Noah to enter ram and his descendants were conthe ark, which he does, together with ditional. God required faithfulness
seven of bis immediate relatives and and obedience but there was such
with the specified number of beasts gross failure on the part of the Israeland birds. The flood comes and all ites. that iudgment overtook them.
who are outside the ark perish. Thus and we find the groaning under
the second age closes in judgment on Egyptian bonda,:re.
sin as did the first.
Law
Human Government
Again Jehovah seeks a partner and
After the waters of the flood sub- Moses is selected. He is to be Israel's
11ided the ark rested on Mt. Ararat. deliverer He is reluctant. and fearful.
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however, and would have been
pleased to escape the task set before
him: but God encourages him, say~
ing, "Certarnly I will be with thee."
Eventually, Moses leads the Israelites
our of Egypt, through the miraculously opened Red Sea. Now Jehovah
proposes the covenant of the Law,
from which the age derives its name;
but, instead of asking for a continuation of grace, they accepted the covenant, saying (Ex. 19 :8), "All that
the Lord hath spoken will we do."
But they did not "do"; they trampled
every commandment into the dust
beneath their feet; and. as a result of
tbeir sin and backsliding, God allowed
them to be overcome by their enemies,
taken captive by the king of Babylon. and dispersed to the four corners
of the earth.
Grace
Here the sixth age begins, which
age extends to the present time, and
is known as the age of "Grace," and
certainly no other term could be more
descriptive of this dispensation. In
due time Christ was born of the Virgin Mary, coming as the fulfillment
of a line of prophecy. He was rejected and crucified; arose the third
day, giving "many infallible proofs"
of His literal resurrection. Forty days
later He ascended to the right hand
of the Father, where He still remains,
to make intercession for His people.
He is the Prophet-Priest, and as such,
is the representative man of the age.
This age of grace, like the others,
is to end in judgment. This period of
judgment is called in the Word of
God, "The Day of the Lord," and
is spoken of in Daniel 12 : I as a
"time of trouble such as never was
since there was a nation," and in
Matthew 24:21 as "great tribula~
tion, such as was not from the beginning of the world." This "age-end"
has come to be called by Bible students "The Great Tribulation,'' and
is con~idercd as having a duration of
about seven years. On the chart it is
called Daniel's 70th Week. In Daniel
9: 24 it says, "Seventy weeks are determined upon thy people (the Jews)
.... " That is, seventy sevens of
years, or 490 years. Daniel informs
us that "from the going forth of the
commandment to restore and to build
Jerusalem, unto Messiah," would be
sixty-nine "weeks," that is 483 years,
which was the actual length of time
from the commission to Nehemiah by
Artaxerxes, King of Persia (Neb. 2),
to the triumphal entry of Christ into Jerusalem. Between the presentation of Christ and the final "week"

of the seventy, there is a parenthesis,
which will end with the confirmation
of a covenant by the Anti-Christ with
the Jews (Dan. 9 :27) which covenanr will be made for "one week," or
seven years: hence the theory that
the tribulation will be of seven year's
durntion. At -its beginning Christ
comes for His faithful followers. See
r Thess. 4;16, 17. Attbe end of the
tribulation. Christ comes again to
establi h His kingdom on earth. This
coming is called His "Revelation."
The "revelation" of Christ closes
the sixth age. He then begins His
reign as ''The King of kings."

Millennium
This brings us to the seventh and
last dispensation. called the Millennium because of its duration of a
thousand years. See Rev. 20 :4. The
Scriptures speak of it as a time of
great peace and prosperity; a time
when the curse, to some extent at
least, will be lifted from the earth.
Wild animals become tame, losing
their carnivorous nature so that they
sha1l"eat straw like the bullock." The
fecundity of the earth will be greatly
increased, and ''Instead of the thorn
shall come up the fir tree, and instead
of 1he briar shall come up the myrtle
tree." Christ, the King, is the representative man. One might well expect that this age would have no judgment ending. But such is not the
case. We are told that at the end of
the thousand years Satan gathers from
the earth an army like the sand of the
sea for multitude, and they actually
array themselves against the Son of
God, and come up against Jerusalem
at the battle of Gog and Magog.
Fire comes down from God out of
Heaven and devours this rebel host;
and the millennium comes to a close.
The great white throne judgment
opens in heaven, where the wicked
dead. having come forth from their
graves, arc judged and then cast into
the Lake of Fire, there to remain for
ever. See Rev. 20; 11-15. The New
Jerusalem, which is probably the
abode of the saints during the Millennium as shown on the chart, con tin ucs as such. Evidently, however, it
does not come down ··out of heaven"
until after the appearance of the New
Heaven and New Earth, which usher
in the eternally perfect state.
Satan
At the middle of the Tribulation,
Satan comes down to earth, having
great wrath. He continues on the
earth until the battle of Armageddon
at the end of the Tribulation, when
he is cast into the bottomless pit,
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where he is confined under chains
during the millennial period of a
thousand years. At the end of thi•
period he is loosed for a little season,
during which he gathers the nation•
together to battle against the Lord at
what has been called the battle of
Gog and Magog, from Rev. 20; 8.
Tbjs battle is not in progress long
until fire comes down from heaven
consuming every human participant;
and Satan is cast alive into the Lake
of Fice.
The Times of the Gentiles
Jesus says, in Luke 21: 24, that
Jerusalem shall be trodden down of
the Gentiles, until the times of the
Gentiles be fulfilled. This seems to
indicate a de.finite period of time, a
time of Gentile dominion which we
believe began about the year 589
B. C., when Nebuchadnezzar took
Jerusalem. See II Kings 2 5 : 1-17.
The word "Times· as used by Je.sua
in the above quotation is thought to
mean "years," in which sense it is
used in Rev. 12: 14, where it mentions a time, times, and half a time.
Rev. 12: 6 shows that this expression
means three years and a half, so that
a "time" means a year. In Lev. 26,
over and over the Lord says He will
punish the children of Israel "seven
times." This evidently refers to the
''times·• of the Gentiles.
Now it
appears that the "year for a day"
principle is here involved as in Num.
14: 3 4. The length of the prophetic
year is 3 60 days; therefore if we
multiply 360 by 7, we get 2520
years as the length of the times of the
Gentiles, which times are to end with
the battle of Armageddon. So then,
the establishment of the "Throne
of David" is near at hand.
Without doubt I 917 was a prophetic year. We all remember the
taking of Jerusalem by General Allenby, without shot or bloodshed, on
October 31st of that year. That
marked the beginning of the liberation of Palestine.
Also, it is interesting to know that
1917 was the 1335th year of the
Turkish calendar, and strangelr
enough, the Turks discarded their
lunar calendar that year, and have
been using ours ever since. 1n Dan.
1 2: 1 we read, "Blessed is he that
waiteth, and cometh to the thousand
three hundred and five and thirty
daqs (years) .. " This is an example
of the precision of prophecy. It is
indeed a "sure word."
In the spring of 1922, Jews from
a11 over the world made a sacred
pilgrimage to Jerusalem, to celebrate
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their Pa over. This was th e fir3t
ctlebratkin of its kind m nearly two
thousand years. Many of thosl' who
made the journey bec,m1e permanent
re idents of the Holy Land. Recently
a Lollege h.1s been instituted in Jeru salerti , where young men of Levitical ancestry are now being taught how
to offer the Jewish sacrifices accordmg to the original pattern , and to
tonduct the Temple worship. The
"Fi.g tree" i's budding: ··summer is
nigh. "

Paradiae and Hades
Paradise tcpresencs the abode of the

righ teous d ad previous to the resurrection of Christ . at which time it
is thought to have been transferred
to the presence of God. Christ promised the dying thief an entrance into
Par.idise, whkh was evidently not in
the presence of God, for after th,
resurrection He said to Mary ,"Touch
me nor. for I have not yet ascended ro
M f./ Father ." But Paul speaks of being caught up into Paradise, So
there must have been a transfer.
Hades is simply the Greek word
for Hell, and represents the abode of
the wicked dead. The rich man of

Luk, 16. died and in " Hades" he
awoke. being in torm,nt. Jesus announces Himself in Rev. 1 : 18 , as
having the keys of "Hades," and in
Rev. 20: 1-4, we are informed that
the souls in "Hades" whose names
are not found in the book of life
will be cast into the Lake of Fire at
the end of the Millennium. We believe the Scriptures teacb that since
the resurrection of Christ, every redeemed person , who dies, goes
straight into the presence of the Lord.
See Il Cor. 5 :8.

Bethel Home News
By J. J. Corum
, ew Year greeting;, in Jesus name.
gdn we .at~ praising God for
good health foe all in the Home. We
lu.tt had some real cold we.uher but
not rnuth sno . Out -coal pil~ eems
to ~ of tbe disappearing type. Our
furn.ace is not a white elephant .as we
do not feed it except in cold W'€ather
but it take $7.50 to purcha8€ one
ton of coal.
Mts. John Wilson of Wilson
Btoth rs' Jewelery Company of Boston. Mass., made us a present of four
tons of coal ever al days before Christmas but she , a's so qu,et about it we
did not discover she was the NlC who
srnt it until tbe coal. was almost gone.
Praise th~ Lord and tbank you ag-::iin
si ter Wilson .
We wish it were possible for us to
m<.~t with you in person and tell you
how mllch we n~ed you -in these try ing d.iys to ho!d on to God for us
a11d the work here. We need to hold
together in prayer for a11 out-pouring of th€ Holy Spirit with the power
and demon.stot.ion of Almighty God
oefor-e the bursting upon thi$ old
wotkl of d~ d-ark dond now h.rngiAF; o er out hr.-<l .
We received a don-ation of $20.00
from a good friend ~n Wisconsin
without the n~m-e of the donor . This
donation reminds me of something I
J-e-3med
hen very young in years ,
.ilso rh S£rvi.:,c ·of the King, when I
frlt lthe caH .and rg-e to go a .1
m ssio'nary to Aftita, " If yot1 ue not
'ffng to
d a110:thet you are lmw
fi l:o go you~J:f."
Quoting the oid folks in the Home
''This is the ~$t 'Ch ·:stm-dS 'We ave
ever had in the Hom<> ' in<! some s.:iid
the !best of a11 their lifo. We -enjoyed
a wot'ldtrful Cbristn'l.:l'S <luintt
ith
turkey and. :ill hat go~ -W•itb i , made

possible by the same good friend who
furnished most of our Thanksgiving
dinner.
Some of our friends were a little
late in sending their orders for books,
tracts, etc., wanted for Christmas. AH
orders l:iHed as promptly as possible
but some orders not received until
the day before Christmas,
To our Canadian and other friends
outside of United States territory.
Many of you seem to overlook our
subscription rate of $l.2S outside
U . S. terr~itory. We are compelled to
pay full rate postage outside of U . S.
territory.
We gute.fully a-cknowled.ge receipt
of .i good supply of Christmas candy
from good friends of New York.
Quite a number of donations for
$ LOO to $5.00 reccived for coal ,
aggregating to about half enough to
purchase necessary coal. Thank you
Our day i.s satorate<l with seven <ieadly
sins : politics without principle:
waltb without work; ,pleasure without conscience; knowledge without
ch ractet ; industry without morality ~
science without humanity .and worsb · withou sacrifice. Preachers, ministers. missionaries or persona.I work er who arc ready to sacrifice will find
re ults of th.::lr work. The world is
rr:ady and wi,J\ Tespond to such and
no other .
lease r>emcm bcr the next few
months will b trying o.nes. as .m ost
0f :he winter is yd to come.
One of the old fadic received ,a
ver y nice box of lotida fruits from
I er nephew in S.ir.asota, Florida , and
she a~ usu.il s.harro i:t with others.
We ar~ Uy .1nxfous ,ft this time
abou{ ge ting mo:re sabscribElt's f, r
\Vord and \Vork that we tn1J.y reo.c:h
more people a11d be better- able ro

carry on the work here. We appreciate
the friends who so gtnerously sent in
so many subscriptions the last month.
Many subscriptions expire the last of
the year and we need youc renewal at
one~. Your friends will enjoy your
subscribing for them. Why not give
them a blessing that will last them
twelve months. This mil help them.
you and us.
The man who does not try to help
others will soon find that bis own
sou{ is shrinking.
Brother Alfred Wight, pastor of
Wellesley Park, Natick, lass., with
members of 11is Sunday school wel"e
with as Christmas Eve and renderro
a very nice program wbich all e11joyed. We appr-eciate having our
ministers and friends visit us. The
door is always open to you. We are
usually very busy but always ready to
welcome you. If you cannot visit us
your !ett£rs of encouragement will
help us bear the burden a while
longer. Many people can tell us of
our mistakes and errors 'but we do
not 'find many who can tell us the
wav out and help us out by l.ending
a helping hand.
There are two main reasons why
ome people can't mind their own
business. tbe first is that they haven't
any busiucss and the second is that
they haven't .a,ny mind.
Looking bade over the year 193 5
w~ baw many things for which to
praille tbe Lord and urge us on to
better enrice. The two deaths in the
Homce •~m.e W!tty u:ne:i'.~ct~. one
without any sickness an<l the other
only a few days. V uy few in tbe
Heme have been .absent from any
llll~,d ,causoo from sickness. Trolv
th-is is cause fo,r m!llcb pr:u~ t:o God.
w~ have ibtt:n ,S!Uppliied w«tb eJlOligh
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for the year. We rnuld have used
much more bul at the beginning o[
the year our prayer was that our
needs be supplied, the Lord heard
and answered. We have not purchased
anything on credit or borrowed for
our use from anyone. Praise God
from whom all blessings flow! The
death of Mrs. Slocum, our oldest inmate incurred a funeral debt and we
have been very fortunate in getting
the funeral director to accept printing
for all except $100.00 which is now
due and payable in cash. Mrs. Slocum
had sufficient funds with which to
pay funeral expense and thought this
would be done and so did we, but
her guardian who was appointed
against her wishes and instruction
refused to pay this bill thereby compelling the Home to meet this unexpected expense and lose all that Mrs.
Slocum fully intended and expected
to come to the Home. If any of our
friends will help out in paying this
$] 00.00 it will surely be appreciated
by the Undertaker as well as the
Home.
Ananias feigned stewardship and
He saved his
falsified the returns.
money but lost himself and wife.
Sin has many branches, but the
root is al ways selfishness.
Missionary Gustave Bergstrom
from South America, who was marril?d recently to Miss Alice Davidson
nf Kenosha, Wis., was with us for
Sund:i.y morning service December
22nd. He and his wife expect to sail
f1om New York January 18th for
Brazil. Both are graduates of Central
Bible Institute.
Our cows are supplying enough
mdk for our use and our hens are
producing a small supply of eggs.
Statesmen are trying to legislate,
So~ial workers to regulate. and exten sive plans are formed and billions of
dollars pent to solve the world's
problems. Man has endeavored since
tl~e beginning to find a remedy independent of God. Some think and
preach that education will solve the
problem. The educated (?) have been
making laws as a solution. The
worldly and worldly churches are
trying to regulate by environment.
-+oOO years of education, good laws.
environment, social betterment, philanthropy have failed to solve the
problem. If men and nations would
,'cknow·ledg-e they have sinned and
tint man has always and is now a
failure and listen to four very small
words spoken by Jesus Christ when
He said. "I am the way" the problem

wouftf be solved. but unlll then tfiis
world will continue in distress. stnfc,
sorrows and confusion. Sin is in the
heart and cannot be taken out by
education. Many of our worst criminals come from our colleges and uniOur social surrounding
versities.
cannot remove sin. If all men were
lawyers they could not formulate a
Jaw that .will prevent sinners from
sinning. If sin is a disease of the
heart there is one and only one r medy, "The blood of Je us cleanse
from all sin. "
One of our near-by neighbors sent
us several dozen oranges, and we still
have a small supply of apples sent by
friends. We also acknowledge receipt
of a very large and :fine fruit cake
from friends. Many personal gifts
from relatives and friends were received by all i.n the Home for which
they will please accept the thanks
and appreciation of the entire Home.
Let us gird up our loins for service,
and see to it that our lamps are trimmed and burning, so that if the
unexpected! y
Bridegroom should
come in 193 6 to claim His kingdom.
we may be found watching and waiting to welcome Him. God bless you.
Pray for us.

ETERNAL LIFE MAY BE LOST
By W. B. McCafferty
One has ask: "If the life received
in conversion is 'eternal life,' how is
it then said that one may backs!-ide
from the grace of God and lose that
wbicb in its very nature is eternal?
If I have 'eternal life' it can mean
nothing less than that I shall never
die." The answer is, tbat none of us
possess "eternal life'' in the abstract
-apart from Christ. Eternal life is
IN Christ; and it is only when we
possess Christ that we have "eternal
life." When we turn away from
Christ, we turn from "eternal life."
Wben we return to Christ we return
lo "eternal life." Christ is eternal.
therefore the life of Christ is "eternal
life.'' "He that hath the Son hath
life; and he that hath not the Son of
God hath not !ife" (I John 5: 12.
See also verse I 3) . Eternal life does
not cease to be eternal, but we may
cease to "hold it." I may give someone a gold ring. The ring was gold
before the one to whom I gave it came
into possession of it. It is gold while
lie possesses it. It will still be gold.
even though be may cast it away from
him. So it is with "eternal life," or
"eternal salvation," it does not cease
to be eternal. Tt 1s ever eternal.

I 5'
rvcn though onr ca t it away. but as
the gold ring cannot afford profit nor
pleasure to one who has cast it away ,
neither can "eternl life'' be of any
benefit to one who has cast it aside.
It is possible to "cast off the first
faith," (I Tim . 5: 12), and thereby
lose eternal life.-From ''Notes on,
Hebrews."
EW
NEW ENGLAND DISTRICT
The New England Dutrict Council convened Nov.,mber 5th and 6th, in the United
Pentecostal Church, Bridgeport, Conn. Brother
H. T. Carpenter was elected as the District
Supaintendent and Brother H. L. Ellinger, who
so faithfully served as District Treasurer, was re•
elected. and Brother H. H. Shelley for Secre•
taTy. Brother E. E. Yoland wu elected Presbyter for the State of Connecticut, Brother W. J.
Mirchell for Massachusetts, and Brother John
Recd for Vermont.
It was decided lo organize a Christ Ambassa•
dors in the District. Brothen W. E. Babcock
and Anthony Vigna were elected n Sectional
Presidents. Brother Vigna is in charge of the
Eastern end of the District and Brother Babcock the Western end of the District.
After much prayer and con,ideration on the
part of many of the Brethren, the need was
felt of a closer co-operation and fellowship
amon11 God's ministers and saints of New England, Thio resulted in a precious Fellowship sup•
per. al the Bridgeport Church.
Sister Christine Gibson of Ea1t Providence
and Brother George Phillips of Cambridge, and
Evangelist Harvey Mc.AliMer of Canada were
lhe speakers.
December 3rd. al 2 :30 and 7 :30 a great
Fellowship meeting was held in the South Denna,
Church. Sister Jc~aie Bri~ht and a faithful band
of saints built a new chapel which was dedi c.aled to the Lord's service, It is a beautiful and
The Lord has ble&1ed
commodious church.
amon2 the young people and a r:al revival i,
en among them. Sister Brighi was ordained lo
the Full Gospel ministry in her new church.
Brother Wight brought the message.
FELLOWSHIP MEETINGS
A cw England Fellowship Meeting io lo be
hdd at Eut Providence, January 20th. al Faith
Heme.
Brother Lindsay announces a Washington's
Birthday Fellowship Meeting, Feb. 22nd, al
3:00 and 7 :30 P. M. Lunch will be served al
6.CO P. M. All the brethren are kindly urged to
be pre,ent with our Brother Lindsay and hi~
peopl~.
We are happy lo announce the arrival of two
new ccmeu in our District. Brother and Sister
Fran le Stalter have been blessed with II son;
also Brother and Si,ter Wilson E. Babcock
with a son. Cordon \V. Babcock.-H. H.
Shelley. Secretar)!. Broclfton. Mass.

S RlPTURE CALENDARS
. E. Brown of Jerusalem. Palestine,
Si ter
has published her "Search the Scrtpture Calen•
dars .. for 1936. Bible Readings arc arranged by
subiects and the illustrations are good. All free
will offering• receiv~d for the1e calendar. will be
sent Miss Brown for her work. They will be 1en1
lo anyone for as small a donation a, 1Oc.
-Millon£. Fish, 340 Weit 55ilr St .. New Yark,

N. Y.
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Cambridge, Massachusetts
BETHE.L T ABERNt'\CLC
Corner Prospect and Austin Streets, Central Sri.
Special

New

Year Services

Beginning Wednesday. Jan. 8, 1936 and continuing indefinitely. Evangelist and Mrs. Gideon
De Merchant of Oklahoma will be with us.
Sundays al 3 and 7 P. M. Week days (except
Monday) al 7 :45 P M. Sister De Merchant
is a formn student of Southwestern Bible School,
Enid, Oklahoma.
There will be s'irnng messages and ltvely
music. Come and receive new inspiration, new
hope, new joy, new blessing. A cordial invitation is extended to all.-Rev. and Mrs. R. A.

Babcocle. Pastors.
Rev. (., 0. De Merchant

Mrs. C. 0. De Merchant

The Coming Crises and the
Coming Christ
By Slanley H. Frodsham
The Crises Ahead. Crises in Jewish History
Crises in the Nations. The Crises Ahead fo·
the Church. When Chri,t Returns.-Pric,, 25c

ACRES OF DIAMONDS

It is now possible for everyone lo read this
wonderful source of inspiration which has shaped
thousands of lives into success and happiness.
The book contains, in addition to "Acres oJ
Diamonds," the story of Doctor Conwell's own
life-in itself full of inspiration. Price $1 .35.

FIRST STEPS FOR LITTLE FECT

Mighty Prevailing Prayer

By Charles Foster

Sets forth the deep and overwhelming need of
the church and the world, and the necessity of
importunate prayer. Some of the_ cha~ter titles
are: The Prayer Passion--Satamc Hindrance,
to Prayer-Praying is r-· '-.ting. Price 40c postpaid.

A book for very li1tle children-to give them
their first reli11ious leaching and earliest knowledge of the Bible. Written in such short and
easy words, and so .interesting and attractive, that
children from four to live years of age enjoy having it read to them, and can read it themselves.
II is invaluable to teachers. Bound in fine cloth,
ornamental color stamping. Price $1.00.
RELIGIOUS AND SOCIAL PROBl,.EMS
YOUTH AND THE HOMES OF TOMORROW

By Edwin T. Dahlberg
The author of this book was chosen to lead
the group which di-scussed the intimate problems
of youth centering around mating, marriage and
family life. He has used this material, together
with what he has gathered through study and
successful experience in leading youth groups,
in the preparation of this book. He approaches
every question with frankness, open-mindedness,
and in a spirit of sincere reverence and hi11h
idealism . Pastors will find here the guidance they
have been seeking to help them in the conduct of
discussion groups. There are excellent suggestions
for talks or sermons for young people. Price $1.00,
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is the oldest Pentecostal magazine published. Founded in

1878.

BLANK

FOR TIMES OUT OF JOlNT

By Charles L-yon Seasholes
Pastor of the large First Church in Dayton,
Ohio. A man of great power and leadership,
and fully able to write a book of sermons dealing wi1h the world problems of today.
The editors, in reviewing this manuscript, made
this significant statement: "The author is a
clear-thinking writer, fully capable of dealin11
with world problems; and the book is of real
value and interest lo every minister." Cloth, $1.00.

NEW BOLDBLACK TYPE
Holman 'I eachers' Bibles
COMPACT SIZE, 4½x 6¼ inches
Containi,ng Marginal References, also the new
Inclusive Dictionary-Concordance in one alphabet with illustrations. It contains every needed
assistance to tbe Bible student, including a
Dictionary, a Concordance, and a Subject lndeJi
of important topics.

Bible Lover's Stationery

Specimen of Holman Boldblack Tv/H!

New distinctive linen linish paper 36 large
sheets with neatly arranged Bible-text in purple
ink. 24 envelopes linen finish. One each of vest
pocket size booklets-"Words of Gold" and
"Words of Sivler" also Amos Wells's famoWI
Bible Perscription book marks included. Makes
a splendid gift. Price 50 cents.

my affairs, and how I do,
• Tfch'I-ciis, a beloved brother
and faithful minister in the
Lord, shall make known to you
all things;

FOR SUBSCRIBING

"WORD and WORK," 7 Auburn Street, Framingham, Massachusetts:- Please send Word and Work
to the address given below--for which I enclose;
$2.50 for 3 years --$1.00 for 1 year
(Canada and foreign, 25c per year extra.)

Name
St. or R. F. D. . .. ....
City ....... .

FOR SALE
Real nice well situated cottage, One large
liv,ng room, two bed rooms, kitchen with breakfast room adjoining. one small room b.,tweca
living room and bath room, Full basement with
hot air furnace. Nice lot of ,hrubbery and
flowers. Double Rarai;ie. Plenty of fruit. About
one-half acre of nice level land near Wellesley
Park Camp-ground, 16 miles from Botton. One
good cool< •love, break.fast room tcl and other
furniture. If interested write the editor.

State ............ .
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But that ye also may know

A New Practical Course in Bible Reading,
prepared by Profossor Jos. V. Colline, Ph. D., is
included in this edition.
No. 4612 - Morocco Grained Genuine
Leather,overlappingcovera,Holdti1Jes, $ 4 25
•
red gold edges, head bands and marl.·-er •
INDIA PAPER EDITION
No. 630X-EAYPtlan Morocco, overlappillP'
covers, red gold edges, leather lined, $ 6 75
•
•ilk head bands and marker...... • • •
INDIA PAPER REFER.ENCE EDITION
Pocket Slze--Thin-Litlht-Compact
(Same as above without Teachers' Helps)
No. 1612X-Morocco Grained Genuine
Leather,overlappingcovers,goldtitles, $ 5 25
•
red gold edges, head bands and marker
No. 1630XF-Egyptlan Morocco, overlapping
button flap covers, head bands aud marker, round
corners, red gold edges, with Eura $ 6 75
•
Leather Linln!lsond button flap ..

